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SHRIMI CHOUDHARY 

New Delhi, 28 September 

Amid fast-depleting forex 
reserves, the Finance Ministry 
on Wednesday signalled that it 
was not in favour of selling the 
dollar to defend any particular 
level of the rupee. 

“Let it (rupee) reach wha-
tever levels it has to reach. We 
can’t fritter away reserves on 
defending some artificial, imag-
inary rate of exchange,” a senior 

finance ministry official told 
Business Standard. 

On Wednesday, the Indian 

rupee hit a fresh record low 
against the dollar to close at 
81.94, after slipping 36 paise 
amid fears of the 
US Fed staying the 
course of aggres-
sive monetary 
tightening. 

Forex reserves 
declined to a near 
two-year low of $545.65 billion 
as on September 16, down 
$85.88 billion from the level that 
existed on February 25, a day 

after Russia invaded Ukraine. 
Though current reserves are 
enough for nine months of 

imports, they were 
enough to cover 15 
months of imports a 
year ago. 

Finance Minister 
Nirmala Sitharaman on 
Monday said the RBI 

has used nearly $75 billion to 
stem fluctuations and volatility 
in the rupee-dollar exchange 
rate. Turn to Page 6 >  
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brothers in cases where the 
same model comes in both 
engine technologies, has 
been the biggest hindrance to 
their proliferation. This 
despite the fact that India 
levies zero road tax on elec-
tric vehicles and only 5 per 
cent GST. The GST on ICE 
models is 28 per cent. 

The e-Tiago is a step 
towards addressing that. 

 

FinMin... 
“The RBI is not aiming at fix-
ing the exchange rate; the 
government doesn’t believe 
in it. The Indian rupee and its 
exchange rate are also left to 
the market to decide,” she 
said. 

The rupee breached the 
crucial 81-mark versus the 
dollar intraday last Friday as 
the greenback climbed to a 
20-year high, backed by the 
Federal Reserve's 75-basis 
point rate hike. So far this cal-
endar year, the rupee has 
declined by 8.2 per cent 
against the dollar, but still 
outperformed several EM 
currencies. 

 “It (rupee) should fall, 
otherwise the trade-rated 
exchange rate will become 
uncompetitive,” the official 
said. 

The official added that 

nobody knows by how much 
the Fed shall further raise the 
interest rate, as part of its 
counterintuitive tightening. 
“So these market-determined 
rates have to be accepted,” he 
said. 

It is wrong to characterise 
the current phenomenon as 
“rupee fall”, the official said, 
just because of the rupee-dol-
lar exchange rate. “The rupee 
has appreciated against other 
currencies, such as the pound 
and the yen. It (dollar) just 
happens to be the reference 
rate,” he noted. 

On the expanding current 
account deficit (CAD), which 
is expected to touch a nine-
year high in the June quarter, 
the source said this would 
abate as oil prices have start-
ed to fall. “I think CAD in the 
second quarter should be bet-
ter than the first quarter,” he 
added. 

 

Free foodgrain 
scheme... 
In the seventh phase, 12.2 
million tonnes (mt) of food-
grain will be distributed. 

The Union Cabinet’s deci-
sion to extend the scheme 
comes at a time when ques-
tions have been raised about 
the central pool stocks amid 
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